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By Ross Carley

BookBaby, United States, 2016. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Ross Carleys smart, sexy breakout novel Dead Drive echoes the cadence and pulse
of a great detective mystery, akin to classics by Loren Estleman and Les Roberts. The protagonist
Wolf Ruger is a single Iraqi vet who works independently as a technology consultant and private
investigator. He is doggedly determined on his quest for the truth. Set in Indianapolis, this well-
crafted mystery showcases Wolf investigating foul play in the high- technology industry. Hired by
Stellar Electronics CEO Andy Marshall as a PI working undercover as a technology consultant, Wolf
investigates disk drive production issues that potentially threaten the business. Why are so many
drives malfunctioning? Wolf rolls up his sleeves and begins gathering preliminary company
information, when his high-tech investigation melds with murder. Now he must solve two cases
while being distracted by beautiful women. He relies on a network of loyal friends to crack the
cases. Among them are IMPDs homicide detective Sergeant Tito Rodriguez, a comrade from his
days in the Gulf; Daniel Li, a technically-savvy graduate student; and good old Max Blitzer, the
retired PI and mentor from whom...
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Basically no phrases to clarify. It really is rally fascinating throgh reading time. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding.
-- Ana bel Zem la k-- Ana bel Zem la k

This ebook is really gripping and interesting. It is among the most remarkable pdf we have study. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once
you begin to read the book.
-- Cleve B og a n-- Cleve B og a n
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